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INTRODUCTION 
Studies that estimate effects and map positions of quantitative trait loci (QTL) favor marker 
loci that are highly polymorphic, so that pairs of individuals or lines are likely to carry 
different alleles at each locus (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Studies that use marked loci in 
selection may also favor highly polymorphic markers, so that individuals are likely to be more 
differentiable and their kinship are more accurately estimated.  
 
The objective is to compare the superiority of using a QTL with 10 alleles versus 2 alleles in a 
modified nucleus herd scheme. The change in the frequency of the favorable QTL allele and 
accuracy of evaluation for the 2- and the 10-allele cases are compared. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Simulation. A moderately heritable quantitative trait (h2 = 0.3) affected by 40 bi-allelic loci 
and one QTL with a major effect was simulated. Two and 10 alleles were simulated at the QTL 
that accounted for 15% of the genetic variance. An open juvenile hybrid nucleus herd scheme 
with a hierarchical mating design was simulated. The simulation model was an extension to the 
model of Abdel-Azim and Freeman (2002a). The extension made was adding a centralized 
herd in which female reproductive performance was enhanced by multiple ovulation and 
embryo transfer (MOET). See Table 1 for simulation parameters. Twenty years of selection 
were simulated and were sufficient for the QTL to reach or near fixation in intensely selected 
pathways. The favorable QTL allele started at a frequency of 0.1. 
 
The nucleus herd was started in year 10 by flushing the best females of the commercial cow 
population in two consecutive years, 10 and 11. Waiting until year 10 allowed for establishing 
reliable breeding value (BV) estimates for cows before selecting the best to start the nucleus 
herd. In year 12, embryos of the females flushed in year 10 became 1-year old and were 
flushed instead of using females from outside the nucleus. This process of using nucleus 
donors was continued until year 20, i.e., the herd was closed on the female side after year 12. 
The nucleus herd was, however, open on the male side: the best 50% of the active sires (AS) 
(whether originated in the nucleus herd or not) were used to produce the embryos of the 
nucleus herd. Young bulls (YB) originated in the nucleus herd were progeny tested like other 
bulls (i.e., tested in the commercial cow population). In this regard, the scheme was hybrid 
(Colleau, 1985). The remaining YB were bred from superior females of the commercial cow 
population. The structure introduced in the current simulation differs from other stochastic 
simulation studies that simulated closed nucleus herds with all testing and selection practices 
performed inside the nucleus with no interaction with the surrounding population. 
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Table 1. Parameters used in simulation. 

 
Average number of daughters per young bull:   60 
Number of YB tested annually:   21 
Number of active sires in a given year:   10 
Contribution of the nucleus herd to the YB tested annually: 15% (3 bulls)   
Average number of milking cows in a given year:   10,000 
Number of embryos per donor:   10 (5 males and 5 females) 
Number of donors in a given year:   42 

 
Aspects Examined. In a juvenile scheme, donors are evaluated based on parental information 
before having a record, but with available QTL information more accuracy is possible. Also, 
one male is selected per donor for future progeny testing, which has to be at random among 
full sibs in the absence of QTL information. The availability of QTL information is then very 
effective in the situation of selecting among full sibs. In this regard, the current scheme favors 
the situation of more than 2 alleles at the QTL because with two alleles, only three genotypes 
are available and selection among individuals with a unique genotype still has to be performed 
at random. In this study the superiority of using a QTL with 10 alleles in selection was 
compared with the superiority of using a QTL with 2 alleles. Superiority is expressed as the 
advantage of using a QTL in selection versus QTL-free selection (QFS).  
 
When QTL information was available, the QTL effect was fit as fixed in a mixed model 
(Kennedy and Quinton, 1998) and estimated effects were updated every year, we will refer to 
this scheme as the QTL-assisted selection scheme (QAS). When no QTL information was 
available, selection was based on an aggregate estimated breeding value in a QTL-free model, 
we will refer to this scheme as the QTL-free selection scheme. The two schemes, QAS and 
QFS, were replicated 50 times and results for all replicates were averaged. In the current 
simulation, mixed model equations were solved every year using the true variance components 
to obtain BV estimates. Selection was based on estimated BV. All ancestral and collateral 
pedigree information in and outside the nucleus herd were used in a complete relationship 
matrix inverse.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 2 contains mean percentage of QAS superiority over QFS for AS, YB, bull dams (BD), 
donor females (DF), and first lactation cows (FLC). Results are presented as averages of 
selection cycles: years 6 to 10 during which sets of YB born in years 1 to 5 became active,  
years 11 to 15 during which sets of YB born in years 6 to 10 became active, and finally years 
16 to 20 during which sets of YB born in years 11 to 15 became active. Results of years 1 to 5 
(cycle 1) were excluded because estimated BV were not available and selection was at random.  
 
For most pathways, superiority of QAS over QFS started low then increased to a maximum 
and then decreased. For complete description of the trends of superiority of QAS over QFS in 
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pathways of selection, see Abdel-Azim and Freeman (2002 a and b). The focus of this work is, 
however, on comparing the superiority of QAS over QFS with 2 and 10 alleles at the QTL. 
Table 2 shows slower gains in superiority of the 10-allele case than the 2-allele case. One 
reason for this is less selection pressure on the QTL in the 10-allele case.  
 

Table 2. Percentage of superiority of QASA over QFSB.  

 
Case Years ASC YBD BDE DFF FLCG 

2-allele 6 to 10  1.848 0.0 11.373 0.0 0.0 
 11 to 15  6.949 8.993 13.321 19.016 3.263 
 16 to 20  9.217 11.333 8.053 10.689 6.412 
       
10-allele 6 to 10 -0.315 0.0 3.365 0.0 0.0 
 11 to 15 -0.311 3.424 3.170 6.813 0.615 
 16 to 20  2.835 3.434 2.958 6.301 1.304 
AQTL-assisted selection;  BQTL-free selection;  CActive sires;  DYoung bulls;  EBull dams; 
FDonor females;  GFirst lactation cows 

 
Table 3 summarizes change of gene frequency computed for the favorable allele as averages of 
selection cycles. The slower change toward fixation in the 10-allele case was common for all 
pathways of selection which indicates that less selection pressure was imposed on the 
favorable allele (the allele with the largest effect). This could be justified by the following 
example: let A1 denote the favorable allele at the QTL then A1Ai, for a large value of i (e.g., i = 
10), may have a smaller genotype effect than A2A2. This causes A2A2 to be selected instead of 
A1Ai. This situation is not found with the 2-allele case because effects of A1Ai for i = 1, 2 are 
always greater than A2A2.  
 
A second reason was the accuracy of estimation, defined as the correlation between true and 
estimated BV. Accuracy was lower with the 10-allele case. Notice that superiority of QAS for 
genetic response could be shown to be a function of accuracy (Abdel-Azim and Freeman, 
2002b). Under QAS and for the three year-groupings (cycles), accuracy of evaluating FLC in 
the 10-allele case was 0.61, 0.59, and 0.59 versus 0.63, 0.67, and 0.69 in the 2-allele case. To 
justify the less accurate estimation of BV with 10 alleles, we note the effect of the large 
number of levels, 55 different genotypes, under the QTL fixed factor in the evaluation model. 
Large number of levels led to less number of observations under each level and hence to 
greater diagonal elements (that correspond to the levels) in the inverse of the coefficient matrix 
of the mixed model equations. And because the variance of the estimated genotype effects is 
proportional to the corresponding diagonal elements of the inverse, larger standard errors of 
estimation (SE) were incurred as such elements became greater.    
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Table 3. Gene frequency of the favorable QTL allele for QASA and AFSB. 

 
Case Years Males BDC DFD FLCE 

  QAS QFS QAS QFS QAS QFS QAS QFS 
2-allele 6 to 10 0.20 0.18 0.72 0.34 0.0 0.0 0.15 0.15 
 11 to 

15 
0.62 0.44 0.94 0.60 0.96 0.61 0.39 0.32 

 16 to 
20 

0.91 0.69 1.0 0.83 1.0 0.82 0.69 0.57 

          
10-
allele 

6 to 10 0.15 0.14 0.35 0.22 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.12 

 11 to 
15 

0.31 0.23 0.51 0.29 0.62 0.29 0.22 0.19 

 16 to 
20 

0.49 0.33 0.66 0.37 0.78 0.36 0.36 0.27 

AQTL-assisted selection;  BQTL-free selection;  CBull dams;  DDonor females;   
EFirst lactation cows 

 
CONCLUSION 
Because of the weaker selection pressure on the favorable QTL allele and the less accuracy of 
estimating QTL genotype effects, the superiority of QAS over QFS was significantly slower 
with 10 than with 2 alleles at the QTL. Although in this study a QTL was simulated, the results 
should hold for a marked QTL as well. Marker alleles or haplotypes linked to a bi-allelic QTL 
should be more advantageous than when linked to a QTL with more alleles. The assumption of 
many alleles, as discussed by Meuwissen and Goddard (1996), perhaps reflects the more 
realistic situation. Therefore, results of simulation studies that assume bi-allelic QTL should be 
regarded as the higher bound of marker- or QTL-assisted selection advantage. 
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